FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Elevate Jet Acquires Embraer Regional Jet, ERJ N830MR, Adds to Growing Fleet
Bedford, MA – October 8, 2019. Elevate Jet announces the acquisition of a 30-passenger Embraer
Regional Jet (ERJ). The aircraft represents the next step forward in a comprehensive acquisition
strategy to grow the Elevate Jet fleet and expand a suite of progressive services offered to aircraft
owners and flyers.
Elevate Jet’s newest ERJ, registered with tail number N830MR, is a versatile turbojet aircraft
designed for ultimate flying comfort, featuring four hours of flying time, state-of-the-art avionics, large
windows, generous luggage capacity, and executive leather-upholstered seats.
“For a regional aircraft, this ERJ is bright, spacious
and super comfortable,” said Scott LaForge,
president of Elevate Jet, “The interior has been
completely customized by Embraer. The plane is
designed for 37 seats, and this ERJ has a 30passenger executive interior, so it has lots of
legroom and excellent seat pitch. The seats are
so new, they’re still wrapped in plastic.”
Elevate Jet provides highly customized air charter and on-demand VIP flight solutions, utilizing a wide
selection of on fleet and off fleet aircraft, including executive jets and regional jets. Serving flyers and
aircraft owners, the company also offers a range of aircraft management, advisory, and consultancy
services.
“We have flight solutions for all types of air travel, for large and small groups, short jumps and long
hauls,” LaForge said, “We are excited to add this ERJ to our fleet. It is the ideal air transportation
solution for groups too large for a typical large cabin executive jet, and too savvy to incur the expense
of a Boeing 737.”
About Elevate Jet
Headquartered in Bedford, Massachusetts, Elevate Jet is an aircraft management and consultancy
firm which provides highly customized, boutique services to aircraft owners and flyers. The company's
offerings include management and consultancy services such as Part 91 and Part 135 aircraft
management, private charter, aircraft acquisition, and valuations. Elevate Jet owns Embraer aircraft
for VIP shuttle services. Elevate Jet is a wholly owned subsidiary of Elevate Holdings, Inc. Visit
elevatejet.com to learn more.
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